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One of the limitations of interdisciplinarity is the misunderstanding regarding specific
words and concepts from one discipline to the other (1). One way to circumvent this aspect is
to incorporate the vocabulary of other disciplines, when it corresponds to the appropriate
concept. Gene environment interaction is a popular topic, for which there has been to
date,more reviews than established findings. There has been numerous attempts to represent
what types of interactions could occur (2). Geneticists have proposed the term candidate
genes to infer there was a specific hypothesis, usually regarding the function of the gene,
justifying its study for a given disease, whereas genomewide comparisons have been called
"agnostic" (3), which etymologically means without knowledge. In that context, testing a
candidate gene-environment interaction is to test a hypothesis, based on knowledge (4).
It can be done basically two ways (table 1). The first is to study gene(s) in relation to a
known environmental factor, such as coal dust (5), occupational allergens, farming or
smoking. In the case of smoking for example, we will be interested in genes playing a role in
the antioxidant defence, because of the known oxidant role of constituents of tobacco smoke.
For farming, because of the general hypotheses related to microbial agents frequently
encountered in that setting, we will be interested in various innate immunity genes (6), and in
general in various genes in given pathways.
The second way is to take the complementary perspective, starting by knowledge
regarding the potential role of environmental factors in relation to the known function of a
specific gene. If we want to study the role of the CD14 gene, which is the receptor of
endotoxin, an essential component of the Gram- bacteria membrane, we will then be
interested in endotoxin exposure in the environment, i.e. something quite specific and detailed
analysis on that exposure is relevant (7).
Further, it is also possible to define other types of candidate interactions, based on
other types of knowledge, such as in relation to the known effect of a given environment or a
given gene on a specific subphenotype. After the initial discovery by genome wide
association study (GWAS) that 17q variants were related to asthma, it was shown that the
association of this "new" gene (17q variant) was restricted to early onset asthma. Considering
that it is known that early exposure to environmental tobacco smoke is related to early onset
asthma, testing whether ETS exposure and 17q variant had interactive effects on early onset
asthma was testing a candidate gene-environment interaction, even though the gene variant
was initially discovered agnostically (8). Specific environmental exposures like diet can
induce genetic alterations such as (somatic, acquired) mutations, as often in cancer; while this
is statistically a main effect, biologically it is a physico-chemical environment-gene
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interaction (9). Furthermore, increasing evidence suggests that epigenetic mechanisms, such
as DNA methylation modify gene expression (10). Alterations in DNA methylation may
partly be due to environmental factors (11). Instances to test candidate interactions based on
various types of knowledge will increase. A key aspect is to clearly specify the preexisting
knowledge which justify the analytic plan. The use of the term interaction often confuses
statistical interaction (product term in a model) with biological interaction and it has even
been proposed to avoid that term in gene environment interactions (12). Testing a candidate
interaction is based on the a plausible biological basis formulated prior to its statistical testing.
It has often been considered by geneticists that research in complex diseases should
start on "hard" data, i.e. the genetic aspects and that the study of environment is secondary
(13), whereas traditionally in environmental research, genetic susceptiblity was not viewed as
essential to understand the role of environment (14). Things are now changing. Besides the
importance of environmental factors, the modest odds ratios observed for gene variants
discovered by GWAs for numerous common diseases suggest that the pattern is extremely
complex and that tackling gene-environment interactions from both sides is relevant. Now
both environment specialists and geneticists see common ground, and the appropriation by all
of the vocabulary used by both disciplines should facilitate collaborations. Speaking more
often of candidate interactions, i.e. to borrow, as epidemiologists terms coined by geneticists
is one way to construct interdisciplinary research (1) on common concepts. The development
of a glossary feature initiated in this journal goes in the same direction (15, 16).
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Table 1 – Candidate interactions - Using various types of knowledge to formulate hypotheses
Previous knowledge

Question

E=> Disease
Broad mode of action of E (example 1
E coal mine dust, action oxidant, inflammation,
fibrois; example 2 smoking : oxidant,
inflammation, example 3 allergen) – In general
litterature from epidemiology
G=> Effect on relevant pathway (example 1 GST,
IL18, MMPs, several genes in a known pathway; 2
: GST,NQO1, IL18 ; 3 receptor of allergen, HLA)
G => Disease
Known function of gene G (example 1 : G CD14,
receptor of endotoxin in asthma and allergy;
example 2 HLA in sarcoidosis) – In general
litterature from genetics and biology
E=> Role in that function (example 1 : endotoxin;
2 : antigen)
G => Disease
Unknown role of G (i.e. gene of unknown function
found by GWAS)
G => Subphenotype of disease (Di)
E => Subphenotype of disease (Di)
In case of interaction, it will inform on the function
of G. In the case of lack of interaction, it will
provide interesting (negative) findings increasing
knowledge
This last strategy is likely relevant for complex
disease in order to disentangle the etiological
heterogeneity by considering the existing
knowledge in phenotypic heterogeneity. Litterature
will come from clinical and epidemiology fields.
E => G expression (epigenetics, i.e. modifying
DNA methylation)
Previous knowledge may concern the role of E or
of G on disease

G

E ====== Disease
Test : E x G = ? D

E

G ====== Disease
Test : G x E = ? D
(formally identical from a statistical
point of view to the previous one)
independence
G

subphenotype Di
E

Or interaction
G

E ======= Subphenotype Di
Test : G x E = ? Di

E

G==== G expression == > Disease
Test : G expression = ? f (E)
Test : D = ? f (G expression)
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